USING WORDPRESS AS A COMMUNITY PLATFORM

OR

USING WORDPRESS AS...

NOT WORDPRESS
WHAT WORDPRESS “IS”: A BLOGGING CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
WHAT WORDPRESS CAN BE: SO. MANY. THINGS.

A NEWS WEBSITE
AN EVENT REGISTRATION TOOL
AN ONLINE EDUCATION PLATFORM
AN ONLINE COMMUNITY
A SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGER
AN ONLINE STORE
A USER-FRIENDLY WIKI PLATFORM
SUPPORT TICKETING
THEME:
SMART DEVELOPMENT,
EXPANDABLE IDEAS
PLUGINS:
ADVANCED CUSTOM FIELDS PRO
AND TYPES
PLUGINS:
INSTAPRESS
AND
TWITTER WIDGET PRO
PLUGIN:
POST SNIPPETS
PLUGIN:
EDIT FLOW
PLUGINS:
REVOLUTION SLIDER
(THERE ARE OTHERS)
BUILT-IN: COMMENT MODERATION
PLUGIN: WP-POLLS
PLUGIN: CONTACT FORM 7
TOOL:
GOOGLE ANALYTICS
PLUGINS: MYMAIL EMAIL NEWSLETTER PLUGIN FOR WORDPRESS AND FORMIDABLE
PLUGINS:
ADMINIMIZE
AND
ADVANCED ACCESS MANAGER
AND
PRESS PERMIT CORE
PLUGIN:
P3 (PLUGIN PERFORMANCE PROFILER)
CUSTOM PLUGIN:
SPECIALIZED RSS READER
PLUGIN: IMSANITY
PLUGIN:
TERM MANAGEMENT TOOLS (timesaving!)
TOOL:
WP MULTISITE - TO USE OR NOT TO USE?
SERVER:
KEEP IT CLEAN,
KEEP IT SPEEDY,
CACHE IT UP
UPDATES:
DO IT. SERIOUSLY.
BUT BE SMART
GET THIS SLIDESHOW AT:
http://bit.ly/1GkPwjA
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